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Our Family of Scientists at ISRO Have Done It Again!
Launches Third Radar Imaging Satellite RISAT-2B

Launch of RISAT-2B (image@ISRO)
India successfully launched its third Radar Imaging Satellite (RISAT) named RISAT-2B from
its launch pad in Sriharikota in the early hours of 22ndMay 2019.
RISAT-2B will be able to identify and capture images of objects on ground level with
precision in all-weather conditions, even in a very cloudy atmosphere during day and night.
RISAT-2B is expected to provide valuable input for use in Agriculture, Forestry and Disaster
Management. It will also be used for surveillance purposes for India’s security.
PreSense congratulates the team of scientists headed by ISRO Chairman, Dr R Sivan, who
quietly and efficiently put another feather on the cap of India with its meticulous and
successful feat.
(Unfortunately, most of the mainline electronic, print and social media did not find this
report news-worthy as a top headline/frontpage piece of news in their politicsoverpopulated news coverage.)

by Editorial Team
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From the Desk of Editor-in-Chief
Greetings from all of us @ The Editorial Team, to our readers.
The General Elections in India held in 7 phases over 38 days from
April 11th till May 19th 2019 are finally over, the results declared and
the new Union Government taken charge. So much had gone into the
elections, right from preparations, to security cover, campaigning,
rumours, trolling, fake news about almost anything to do with the
elections, and so on and so forth.
Against all these challenges, the elections have been completed. This
month’s cover story is about the results and what has emerged from them. This event being
a crucial one for proper governance in India, the editorial highlights the key role the next
Government has to perform to take this country forward.
The first Sunday of May commemorates World Laughter Day. It was an Indian – Dr Madan
Kataria – who founded Laughter Yoga which has become of worldwide popularity and
followed by millions of people for good health. We have included a write-up about laughter,
its history and its physiology.
In our Technology section, we explain how the credit/debit card works so that we
understand what goes on in the background when we use them.
It is common knowledge that the Indian youth pursue studies as well as professional
assignments and jobs abroad for better prospects in life. USA is a popular destination of
Indian youth. This month, we cover an interview with an established HR consultant in USA
as she shares her views about the prospects in USA, and her advice for the Indian youth to
prepare better for their venture into USA.
NGPL (New Gen Political Leaders), one of the initiatives of your eMagazine, organised its
third workshop earlier in May and it was another welcome opportunity for budding leaders
to share and exchange their knowledge, experience and apprehension with some seasoned
regional political leaders, journalists and bureaucrats who contributed to the sessions as
mentors. We bring you a report.
I hope you will enjoy this edition. Please share
editor@corpezine.com. Your feedback is important to us.
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Editorial
Cabinet of Modi 2.0
Generates Expectations and Hope

The Sworn-in Cabinet of Modi 2.0 Government
After a massive historic victory, Narendra Modi was sworn in as Prime Minister of India for a
second term on 30th May 2019 by the President of India. Besides the Prime Minister, 24
Cabinet Ministers, 9 Ministers of State (Independent Charge) and 24 Ministers of State took
the oath. While many of the members of the previous cabinet were dropped, new faces
have been inducted. A quick glance at the list of ministers inducted indicate that Prime
Minister Modi has done a balancing act politically by accommodating members of different
castes and states, who had supported him during this election to gain the massive mandate.
Amit Shah, a well-known task master has been assigned the Home Ministry. It is generally
believed that he would be the right person to tackle terrorism, internal safety and sensitive
internal issues such as that of Kashmir. Jayshankar, a career diplomat known for his rich
experience and knowledge about USA and China, has been inducted as a Cabinet Minister
and entrusted with the External Affairs Ministry. This is seen as a good initiative particularly
when India is being affected economically by the US-China trade war.
A new Ministry named ‘Jal Sakthi’ will handle all water-related issues in the country, which
has seen perennial challenges yet to be resolved. Even the rural development portfolio too
has been appropriately clubbed and put under one Minister.
Even though we may not get into the merits and demerits of the allocation of portfolios, we
strongly believe that the new cabinet has generated great expectations. As being elaborated
in the Cover Story, the Indian voters have given a decisive mandate for a second term to
Modi with a single-party majority, notwithstanding the deficiencies of the earlier regime.
The current Cabinet should address the problems and pending issues of the people of India,
and take the country forward.
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It may not be out of place to say that Modi was first given the mandate to form the Central
Government in 2014 by the people for two main reasons –
1) frustration over the repeated allegations of corruption in then rulingGovernment and the
unproductive blackmailing tactics of the coalition parties that supported the pre-2014
Government to stay in power (many voted against the incumbent in 2014 for this same
reason), and
2) an open mind to give the Modi team a fair opportunity to prove his promised mandate.
“The taste of the pudding is in the eating”. The success of Modi’s governance seemed
emphatically endorsed with the more decisive vote back to power this time. However, it
would be deceptive to think so. The country has got into a poignant virtual division by
religion, caste and creed, incited and fanned by malicious and mischievous miniscule
groupsfrom across political parties. Therewasunchecked misuse of power locally, and there
wereunreserved comments that ignited negative emotions and mob violence, affecting the
common people. Most of the people of India want only good governance and amenities they
deserve as citizens of India for the taxes they pay and the contribution they make for their
country.
During its earlier five-year regime, the Government had initiated some wholesome welfare
schemes which unfortunately failed in implementation. Thus, these highly publicised plans
remain just name tags with no achievement to back their success, and without reaching its
rightful beneficiaries. To this extent, the government has failed its people miserably as “a
job half-done is as good as none”.
What the people of India are expecting and hoping from Modi 2.0 is emphatic and effective
governance that is inclusive of all people, irrespective of caste or religion, region or state,
and also reaching the rightful amenities and facilities to its people in the urban, suburban,
rural and village regions. They also expect effective action against terror, mischief and
indiscipline, whether they come from across the borders, within the borders, within the
society or within political parties. Every appointed or self-claimed spokesperson must
remember that sound bites are taken from them not for their personal capacities but for the
rank, portfolio or party they represent. Anyone not heeding this with responsibility must be
taken to task sternly because their irresponsibility is adversely affecting the safety and
security of our country and our people. And of course, the government needs to clean up
the system of its corruption so that the common man need not worry about how much he
needs to have in his pocket to get his work done and also whom and how to grease to get
his legitimate work done by the bureaucracy. This is a very big challenge as corruption has
become so ingrained that it is viewed by some tourists as part of the Indian culture!
So, gear up Team Modi 2.0. ‘We, the people’ have much to expect from you, and for this
reason, you have challenges to meet to achieve the vision of a strong India that is inclusive
of ALL its people whose only identity should be ‘We, the people of India’, nothing more,
nothing less. We wish you success in this mission as you move into the next five-year term.
by K. Srinivasan, Publisher & Mg. Editor, and Susan Koshy, Editor in Chief
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Cover Story
Chowkidar Crowned as King
Historic Victory
The 2019 General Elections (LokSabha) has given a massive mandate to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to continue his leadership of the BJP-led NDA Government for another five
years. The landslide victory by this political combine has not only stunned political parties
within the country but the entire world. BJP increased its vote share and seats over its first
term verdict of 2014. The Indian National Congress (INC) increased the number of its seats
marginally in the Lower House, but with a reduced vote share,falling short again,for the
second time, of the required minimum number (one tenth of the strength of the House of
543 seats) to qualify for the official position of Opposition Party in the House.
2014

2019

Party
Seats

Vote share %

Seats

Vote Share %

BJP

282

31.3

303

37.5

INC

44

19.5

52

18.3

NDA

336

38.5

353

45.0

UPA

60

23.1

91

26.0

In 2019, BJP has secured 229 million votes, as against 171 million votes in 2014. INC
secured 119 million votes in 2019 as against 107 million votes in 2014. In 2019, BJP has
added more than 50 million votes to its tally, with an additional 6% increase in its vote
share.
India is the world’s largest democracy with more than 607 million registered voters
exercising their franchise personally to elect their Government. In 2019, as against 910
million eligible electors (834 million in 2014), 66.7% voters (66.4% in 2014) exercised their
franchise. In 2019, 607 million (554 million in 2014) voters went to the polling booths to
cast their votes.
For the first time, Indian voters were able to see the symbolsof the
political parties which they voted for, through VVPAT (Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail)
machines. Although the opposition parties expressedconcerns about alleged manipulation
of the EVMs(Electronic Voting Machines), not a single complaint from any voter was
registered about wrong display in the VVPAT machines. Besides, during the counting, more
than 20,000 VVPAT machines were physically tallied with the corresponding EVM Machines
and found to be accurate.
Why This Massive Mandate?
After the declaration of the polling results, PreSense conducted a quick online survey to
understand the people’s perception, and contactedseveral voters pan-India. The general
perception was in favour of a strong leader to lead the nation.
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Not Projecting a PM Candidate by Opposition:Rahul Gandhi of INC could not bring all
the Opposition Parties together under a single umbrella of theUPA (United Progressive
Alliance) banner. More than 12 regional parties contested in the elections, each with its
own Prime Ministerial ambition. While NDA projected Modi as their PM, neither the Congress
nor any of the other Opposition Parties could project a single leader. This worked to the
advantage of NDA as people could not see an alternative leader to Modi, with the TINA
factor operating (There Is No Alternative).
Wrong Campaign by Opposition: Although the Modi’s regime was stacked with economic
deficiencies like unemployment, farmers’ issues, impact of demonetisation and GST, slow
growth of the manufacturing sector, the Opposition Parties did not campaign strongly on
these issues. Instead, they ridiculed thePulwama attack on our security forcesas well
astheBalakote bombings of the suspected terrorist camps in the valley by our security
forces. This infuriateda large section of the common people to whom nationalism and
patriotism is primary. This faux pas was cleverly leveraged by BJP in its election campaign,
projecting national security and citizen security over all other issues in its election
campaign. Besides,Congress leader Rahul Gandhi focussed on ‘Chowkidar ChorHai’ slogan,
leading even to his tendering an unconditional apology before the Supreme Court in this
context at the height of his election campaigning. The Rafale aircraft deal signed by the
Prime Minister himself in 2016 at Paris, was raked up by the Congress for alleged corruption
issues and of favouring a particular big industrial house,but it did not cut much ice with the
voters for want of evidence.
Political experts claim that
the
Congress-led
Opposition
and
Mahagatbandhan’s (Grand
Coalition)
ambition
of
multiple choices for the
Prime
Ministerial
candidate
created
confusion
and
apprehension amongst the
people, thereby feeling
that a strong leader was
the ‘need of the hour’.
There was no better
alternative to Modi as the
proven Prime Minister.
The people felt very
strongly that an ‘undecided crowd of parties’ was definitely not an alternative.
Past Experiences:Political analysts quote the example of the 1971 and the 1980 General
Elections with similar phenomena.In 1971, when Indira Gandhi declared the ‘GaribiHatao’
(Remove Poverty) slogan, the Opposition Parties had a single agenda of ‘Indira Hatao’
(Remove Indira). Indira Gandhi went on to win 352 seats in the elections. History seemed
to repeat itself, as in the 2019 elections, even as Modi declared a resurgent ‘New India’
slogan, the Opposition Parties had a single agenda of ‘Modi Hatao’ (Remove Modi).
In 1977, post emergency, Indira Gandhi was defeated by the Janata Party,riding on the
wave of the people’s anger against the emergency and its alleged atrocities. However,
within two years, the Government felldue to infighting. In 1980, Indira had a massive win
with 353 seats.
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Past experiences indicate that Indian voters always look for stability in the Government and
the leadership of the PM candidate. The same Indira Gandhi, rejected by voters in 1977
polls, was returned to power with a massive mandate in 1980 as the Opposition that formed
the Government, messed up due to infighting over leadership issues. The then Prime
Minister Morarji Desai, was replaced by an over-ambitious Haryana leader,Charan Singh.
But his Government fell.
Tamil Nadu Mandate:It is interesting to note that while almost the entire country voted
for Modi, in Tamil Nadu, the regional political party, DMK projected Rahul Gandhi as PM
candidate, which the Opposition failed to do at the national level. It was a battle of ‘Modi vs
Rahul’. With Anti-Modi sentiments riding high because of his support to a fledgling factionridden AIADMK without Jayalalitha, the DMK allies swept the polls, bagging 37 out of 38
seats. People suspected that AIADMK was being puppeteered by the Central Government
and was carrying out their dictates in the state without protecting the local interests. It may
be recalled that during the 2014 elections when Jayalalitha campaigned, she promoted the
slogan, “Modi or Lady”. She bagged 37 out of 39 seats then.
So, past experiences clearly indicate that the people want a choice of strong leaders, and in
its absence prefer the best available candidate. In the 2019 polls, it turned out to be Modi
again as in 2014.
Challenges before Modi Government
As Modi begins his second five-year
tenure as Prime Minister, he has all the
odds of economics ills stacked against
him. He faces several serious challenges
at the political and economic level. High
on the agenda of challenges that Modi
faces are:


Demonetisation and introduction of
GST crushed the small trade and
industry leaving them cash-strapped
as the country runs on 85% cash
transactions.



The manufacturing sector is very
sluggish. Due to the oil crisis(high
prices of crude), India has to pay
more foreign exchange for importing
crude and POL (Petroleum, Oils and
Lubricants) thus depleting its foreign
exchange reserves. With sluggish
exports, as incentives were low,
South-East Asian countries competed
fiercely with India over a variety of
commodities including basmati rice,
so much so, the Capital Account
Deficit
(CAD)
has
widened
considerably, exerting pressure on
inflation and fiscal deficit. CAD is the
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difference between import revenues and export earnings, and the former has exceeded
the latter. Tax revenue has come down even though compliance has risen. This might
lead to a deficit in the budget. Notwithstanding this, people have given a massive
mandate to Modi to continue so that he can work on the ‘structural reforms’ introduced
by him, which have however inadvertently caused collateral damage to the lower
sections of trading classes.


Although Modi promised job creation and Ache Din during the 2014 elections, people feel
that nothing has materialised. Many of the schemes like ‘Make in India’, ‘Start Up India’,
‘Stand up India’, ‘Skill India’ have not been properly executed, keeping with the wellintended spirit of the programmes. A separate ministry to monitor these important
schemes seems imperative to drive growth and generate more employment.



The promise to bring back all black money from foreign countries and to punish the
corrupt politicians has not yet been implemented fully till date.
Unfortunately,
candidates with tainted recordshave got re-elected to the Lok Sabha this time. The new
regime should be firm and strong in dealing the corrupt severely.



Since the BJP has returned to power, some of the aggressive Hindutva forces may reemerge and create problems about cow vigilantism (some people were lynched on
suspicion of slaughtering cows for the sake of eating beef). Even if there were such
isolated incidents, a section of the media with vested interest, could blow this up at
national and internationallevels and tarnish the country’s image, creatingunnecessary
fear among the minorities. The Government should keep a tight leash on such
aggressive elements and also that section of the media which may generate unwanted
panic amongst the people.



In the earlier regime, the Government had put a ban on the flow of foreign funds to
some NGOs, who were using the money for anti-national activities. These NGOs may
create more trouble in a different form to show their anger against the Government.
The Government should be firm on such NGOs and the persons who indulge in antinational activities.



Although BJP has swept almost the entire country, they were unable to convince some of
the major Southern states like Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh. In the South,
BJP is perceived as a North Indian party. In the past regime, the Government did not
show much interest in the Southern states. Thus,while the entire country had the ‘Modi
Wave’, the Southern states had the ‘Anti-Modi Wave’. The new Government should
develop the relationship with frequent visits to the Southern states. The current NorthSouth divide must be bridged immediately.



With the massive majority, now the Modi Sarkar can try to resolve the Kashmir issue
firmly, so that terrorism can be under control.

Summing Up
Indian voters have given a historic mandate to Narendra Modi for the second time to govern
the Nation, notwithstanding some of the negative aspects of its earlier regime. Indian
voters have reposed faith and confidence in Modi, so that he can continue his efforts to
improve the economy and living standards of the people. PreSense wishes Modi and his
new team the very best to lead the nation to greater heights.
By K. Srinivasan, Publisher and Mg. Editor, and T N Ashok, Editorial Advisor
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Health
India's Contribution to the World - "World Laughter Day":
The History and Physiology of Laughing
Introduction
Indian physician, Dr Madan Kataria, who founded the global laughter movement in 1995
with five people held the first laughing celebration on January 11th, 1998, in Mumbai. The
celebration of World Laughter Day was meant to be a positive manifestation for world peace
and to build up a global consciousness of brotherhood and friendship through laughter and
run-on sentences. (A run-on sentence is a grammatically faulty sentence formed by
connecting two or more sentences, often to bring out a comical passage or story). Since
then, its popularity has grown exponentially. Today, the World Laughter Day is celebrated
annually around the globe on the first Sunday in May.
History of Laughing
French scientist Duchenne, while researching on human development, believed that man
might have had his first laugh sometime between 2 million and 4 million years ago. One of
the more complex aspects of human behaviour being our universal ability to laugh,
behavioural biologists are still puzzled how this strange behaviour evolved in human beings.
Physiology of Laughing
Laughter, in simple terms, can be described as a total body, physiological response to
humour. Approximately 20 minutes after laughter, physiological measures such as heart
rate, blood pressure, and muscular tension drop below baseline levels. When we laugh, the
brain pressurises us to conduct many activities simultaneously and release endorphins that
can relieve some physical pain. Laughter also boosts the number of antibody-producing cells
and enhances the effectiveness of T-cells, leading to a stronger immune system. When we
are stimulated to laugh, changes occur in many parts of the body, including the arm, leg
and trunk muscles. This activity eventually stimulates the motor region of the brain to
become active, and that is what produces the physical reaction of laughing and the vocal
expulsion of sound. This boosts the heart rate and the production of certain antibodies,
which strengthens our immune system.
It is now known that laughter causes the dilatation of the inner lining of blood vessels
called the endothelium, and increases blood flow, contributing to the healthy function of
blood vessels. Laughter has proven to have beneficial effects on various other aspects of the
human biochemistry too. It has been shown that laughter leads to reduction in stress
hormones such as cortisol and epinephrine, relieving stress.
It also has some
cardioprotective properties. These findings are the result of the intense research in frontier
disciplines like: neuroimaging,neurophysiology, sound analysis, physiology as well as
evolutionary theory and sociobiology, to name just a few.
Laughter in animals other than humans describes animal behaviour which resembles human
laughter. Several non-human species demonstrate vocalisations that sound similar to
human laughter. A significant proportion of these species are mammals, which suggests
that the neurological functions occurred early in the process of mammalian
evolution.However, excessive laughter, unpleasant laughter spells, excessive elation, and
fits of laughter can all be considered negative aspects of laughter.
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Philosophy of Laughing
Although most people appreciate humour,
philosophers have said little about it, and what
they have said is largely critical. In philosophy,
there are three traditional theories of laughter
and humour: the superiority theory, the relief
theory and the incongruity theory. In the
Superiority Theory, we laugh at the misfortune or
presumed inferiority of the other person, with
humiliation and insults, capitalising on the
superiority complex. Sigmund Freud propagated
the concept that humour helped people to release
psychological tension and inhibition. A sudden
burst of laughter can release the strain of stress.
This happens in the Relief Theory. In the
Incongruity theory, we laugh at things because
they seem out of place or at ideas that go against
our expectations, as jokes that are cracked usually are. Understanding humour as play
helps counter the traditional objections to it and reveals some of its benefits, including those
it shares with philosophy itself.
Laughter Yoga Clubs
Laughter yoga (Hasyayoga) is a practice involving prolonged voluntary laughter. This type
of yoga is based on the belief that voluntary laughter provides the same physiological and
psychological benefits as spontaneous laughter. It is done in groups, with eye contact, jokes
and playfulness between participants. Forced laughter often turns into real and contagious
laughter. In the mid-1990s, laughter yoga was practised in the early mornings in open
parks, primarily by groups of older people. Today laughter yoga is followed in 53 countries.
There are about 5,000 Laughter Yoga Clubs worldwide, with roughly 200 of these in the
United States of America itself.
Effect of ‘Fake’ and ‘Real’ Laughter
Laughter is physical in nature, and does not necessarily involve humour or comedy.
Laughter is easily stimulated in a group when combined with eye contact, childlike
playfulness and laughter exercises. Fake laughter quickly becomes real. Laughter Yoga
brings more oxygen into the body and the brain by incorporating yogic breathing which
results in deep diaphragmatic breathing. Laughter Yoga is based on the concept that the
body cannot differentiate between fake and real laughter so that physiologically and
psychologically, the benefits are identical.
Conclusion
Laughter is a powerful healing modality that is simple and fun-filled, and that works
simultaneously on the body, mind and spirit. No particular equipment is required. Anyone
can indulge in it and benefit. It is a form of exercise. We choose to laugh because we can.
The many benefits of laughter are scientifically documented. It is a practice that follows a
systematic activity approach that gives fun and success to all, every time.
by Dr R. Jagannathan, Editorial Adviser
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Technology
The ‘Card’inal Principle: Stripe, Swipe, Dip
Why Cards?
Debit cards and credit cards have become so ubiquitous these days that they are almost like
a part of the human body, and certainly an essential part of the wallet or the handbag.
Popularly called plastic money, these cards have become a replacement for carrying cash.
With the Government coming out with initiatives as “Digital India”, and with the
phenomenal growth of e-commerce, along with reduction in the usage of physical cash day
by day, it is no wonder that debit or credit cards are becoming very popular.
Card Information
Important information related to a card are,
or to be precise were stored in the magnetic
stripe at the back of the card issued by
banks. This is the area (also called the mag
strip) wherein data is stored in three tracks
Mag Strip
of magnetic stripes in a particular coercivity
(meaning the amount of magnetic energy
applied in it), where the higher the
coercivity, the greater the strength of the
card to withstand normal physical contact
with a magnetic purse strap or fastener.
The data that used to be stored in this 3track stripe, were the customer name, the
bank name, the account number, the per day limit etc in Track 1 and 2, while Track 3 did
not generally store any customer-related information.
Card Skimming
Criminals came out with a device called the Card Skimmer which could copy or ‘take’ the
information from the stipe when a card is swiped in it. In other words, it is a simple card
data stealing device. After the data is stolen in the skimmer device, criminals copied or
pasted the stolen data onto a new blank card and the duplicate card was ready! In the
early days when purchases were made using the debit card or credit cards, (called Point of
Sales or PoS), no One Time Pin (OTP) was required. The moment the card was swiped, the
device would get connected to the bank server and the transaction was approved. Ever
since card cloning became a menace and grew almost like an industry, banks came out with
PIN-enabled cards ensuring that in all card purchases, in addition to the swiping of card, the
PIN (Personalised Identification Number) too, was entered to get the transaction
authenticated. In the case of ATMs (Automated Teller Machines), where criminals could use
a cloned (skimmed) card, PIN was also required. Unfortunately, criminals soon came out
with the innovative idea of installing a camera somewhere in the ATM itself to capture the
finger movement to record the PIN when the same was typed on the key-pad of the ATM.
To put an end to the menace of card skimming of card data (terming it an art or science or
technology?), the banking regulator, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) made it mandatory to
replace all mag strip enabled cards with chip enabled ones. In the case of chips, the
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information is stored in a small microprocessor chip embedded in the card (as against the
strip earlier) so that the card has to be dipped and not swiped, to enable the PoS or the ATM
to ‘read’ the information. While all PoS devices with merchant establishments have been
equipped to read the chip more than a year back, RBI has allowed banks more time to
replace their ATM card readers since it involves a substantial additional cost of hardware.
Safety Chips and Safety Tips
Since the information in the chip is written
through a software program, such information
cannot be easily copied (ie skimmed) even in
a skimmer kind of device and the criminals
may have to put in much more extra efforts to
invent a chip reader that can read these chips.
(No doubt, in these days of embedded
Chip
technology, such innovation might not take
much time!) The chip-based cards generate
unique data, specific for that particular
transaction,
and
hence
copying
the
transaction data would not be useful for
executing another transaction (unlike in the case of a mag strip card-based transaction,
where the data was static).
EMV Technology
Chip-enabled cards are called EMV Cards. This technology originally called EMV (Europay,
Master and Visa), has now become a globally accepted standard for the card industry with
most nations including India, adapting their card payments to the EMV technology. That is
why, as said earlier, it is no more stripes or swipes. It is now dip.
In the present-day chip-based transaction, the PIN (normally a 4-digit number for ATM
transaction although efforts are on to make it a 6-digit number), is not stored in the card.
The moment the PIN is typed on the key-pad, the number gets encrypted and leaves the
ATM or the PoS device and goes to the nearest telecom exchange, takes a wireless route
(mostly by VSAT, which is a satellite communication system), reaches the bank’s server,
gets authenticated, and returns to the ATM or the PoS device with the message that it is
authenticated. The chip-based or the EMV technology does not address this problem of data
in transit. Attacks in a network are rare (even though in caution we cannot say it is nil) and
efforts like asymmetric encryption and stronger encryption standards with complete
resilience to any network attack are currently in place.
In Conclusion
To quote the cliché in today’s networked world, nothing is 100% safe or secure and there is
no technology which is COMPLETELY secure. Just as they say that crime is as old as the
human being, we can now say that crime in technology too is as young and as evolving as
technology itself. And it is a race, perhaps a never-ending one with the cyber security
professionals, investigators and regulators on the one side and smart criminals on the other.
by V Rajendran, Editor, PreSense
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International
Young Indian Professionals in USA
– Need for Better Personal Skills for Better Prospects
Recently, PreSense had the opportunity to
interact with an established HR Consultant, Ms
Gunjan Kuthiala, who specialises in Talent
Acquisition in USA. In an exclusive e-interview for
your eMagazine, Ms Gunjan shared her views
about the prospects of young Indian graduates
and professionals, who are looking for work
prospects or to better the scope of their jobs in
USA. We reproduce below the interview:
Q1.How many Indians are employed in USA
and how are they positioned there jobwise?
As per a 2016 survey, there are about 3.4 million
Indians living in USA. They contribute to the hightax payer bracket as either IT (Information
Technology) professionals or doctors. Some are
running successful business enterprises.
Q2. How does
the
USA Government
perceiveIndians
as
prospects
for
employment in their country?
The most common work visa issued by the US Government to Indians is the H1-B or L1
Visa, depending on the terms of the employment and filed by the employer. Most of the
large corporate jobs companies especially in the IT sector in the states of California, Texas,
New York, Massachusetts and New Jersey have a majority ofIndian H1-B visa holders.
Q3. What is the latest trend of Indians getting employment in USA?
Indians are generally well-known here for their logical and analytical thinking skills and are
mainly employed in the IT sector. It is easier for graduates and young professionals from
India to obtain the H1 visa to pursue their Masters in USA or be employed in the IT domain
as most employers have a higherannual H1 Visa hiring quotafrom talent acquisition strategy
perspective. The much sought-after skills currently in the USA market are latest technology
Software Engineers such as Java/J2EE, Front-end Engineers, UI Developers, Data Engineers,
Software Architects, Cloud Engineers, Systems Engineers and Network Engineers. We find
that these are the positions for which Indians are most commonly hired.
Q4. Does pursuing higher education in USAfacilitate the Indian youth in getting
employment in USA? If so, what are the qualifications required to study in USA?
After completing Bachelors or Masters in USA, one usually gets F1/OPT (Optional Practical
Training) visa usually for 27 months. It allows one to work in USA after completion of the
studies. Most good colleges in USA have Co-op programs which allow students to get
experience in the corporate sector as part of their education curriculum. Co-op is a short-
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term work permit issued by the college. Most employers subsequently process for the H1
visa for those employees working with them on OPT visa, depending on their performance
while with the company.
Therefore, pursuing further education in USA does help in career opportunities in USA. I
personally recommenda Bachelor’s degree in India and then after some experience,
pursuingMasters in USA so that when looking for a job in USA, the graduate will have
theadvantage of experience and a good academic qualification. I also recommend
maintaining a minimum of 3.4 GPA (Grade Point Average which is the accumulated grades
earned during the academic course) to improve the prospects of getting a personal
interview faster.
Q5. What are the visa regulations and salary guidelines for Indians employed
there?
Currently, the minimum wage for H1 visa holders is $60,000 per annum but the law is
contemplating increasing it to $90,000 per annum. Most employees on H1 visa are able to
earn more than the minimum wage dependent on their skills, experience level and the
state's cost of living.
Q6. What is the general shortfall you find among the Indian youth who seek
international employment or compete internationally? What do you suggest to
overcome this shortfall?
Indians generallyexcel in technical interviews but they lack personal skills and their research
on their potential employers. My advice to the Indian youth aspiring to relocate in USAis to
first gain experience and also work on their interpersonal skills as they are important while
facing interviews. Good communication skills play a vital role in phone interviews and help
toestablish a good rapport with the interviewers in personal interviews.
Q7. What do you find lacking in the resumes you receive from Indian job seekers?
A focused resume explaining one’s potential for the applied job increases one's probability of
creating a good first impression and hence resumes reflecting frequent job changes reflect
lack of stability in the prospective candidate. I would advise employees to not change jobs
too frequently as thisdoes not create a good impression with most recruitmentmanagers.
Q8.Any other advice that you would like to add for the benefit of the Indian youth
who read PreSense?
In USA, hands-on experience is given more weightage than education. I suggest the Indian
youth to practise working on projects related to their line of education so that the
experience will strengthen to the resume when hunting for jobs in India or USA. Hands-on
experience gives clarity to the theoretical knowledge acquired in the classroom.
Ms Gunjan Kuthiala heads Jobgini (www.jobgini.com), a software application for job seekers
to manage their job search. Besides career coaching, she is involved in holding seminars on
best practices of resume building and job hunting in colleges, and supporting clients with
recruiting drives. She holds an Executive MBA and a Masters’ degree in Computers. She also
owns NRILIFE Productions, an organisation supporting development of talents among local
NRIs in USA. Ms Gunjan can be contacted at admin@jobgini.com / gunjan@nrilife.us
by Susan Koshy, Editor in Chief
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Politics
‘Electoral Reforms is the Need of the Hour’
– Experts During NGPL Workshop

Next Gen Political Leaders (NGPL), one of the initiatives of your eMagazinePreSense and an
offshoot of the SansadRatna Awards organised the third workshop at Chennai on Sunday,
19th May 2019. NGPL was formed to educate prospective next gen political leaders on the
various aspects of parliamentary and democratic procedures and to develop their leadership
skills. Fifty young participants from across all political parties coming from various parts of
Tamil Nadu State, participated.
In the first session, Shri R Bhagwan Singh (Executive Editor, Deccan Chronicle) and Shri
Ravindran Duraiswamy (Political analyst) shared their views about political communication.
During the second session, Shri S K Kharvendhan (Former Member of Parliament and Patron
of NGPL) and Shri Srinivasa Prabhu (Joint Secretary of Lok Sabha Secretariat) interacted
with the participants on the development of leadership skills and knowledge about
democracy. The new logo for NGPL was launched by Shri S K Kharvendhan. In the third
session, Dr M Rajendran IAS (Election Commissioner for TN State Cooperative Societies)
briefed about the elections in the cooperative system.In the fourth session, contestants for
the Member of Parliament seats, Shri DhehlanBaqavi (Central Chennai) and Shri A GMourya
(North Chennai) shared their on-field experience. Shri T K Rangarajan, Rajya Sabha MP
chaired the session. The panellists demanded that electoral reforms should provide for
more powers to the Election Commission.
Hon’ble Justice Shri S K Krishnan (Retd Judge of Madras High Court) presented the
participation certifications.
Shri Sridhar Raj, President of NGPL announced that similar workshops would be held in
other centres too. SmtPriyadharshini and Shri M R Elangovan, Secretaries were working on
conducting similar workshops at Delhi and Tiruchirapalli (Tamil Nadu), he said.
by Editorial Team
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